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RE: 
and rate stabilization plan of BOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH 
COMPANY. 

JSSUO 1: Recommendation that Southern Bell's tariffs proposing rate 
reductions of $10 million be approved as filed, effective July 1, 1994. 

Southern Bell should also be ordered to reexamine ita CUStomi8ed Cod. 
Restriction offering to residential. business, and PBX subscribers, and 
submit an explanation as to why this service should or should not remain 
bundled. 
and should include a discussion of the difference in demand for the various 
elements, technical aonstraints or efficiencies, and relative cost to 
provide under a bundled or unbundled structure. 

BET should also be ordered to file revisions to its mobile 
interconnection tariff to flow through the access aharge reduction scheduled 
€or July 1, no later than June 1, 1994, to become effectiva July 1, 1994. 
The filing should include the backup calculations and assumptions used to 
develop the new mobile interconnection usage rates and revenue impaot. 

DOCKET NO. S?WM@-!E& - Comprehensive review of the revenue requir-ts 

The explanation should be submitted no later than July 1, 1994. 
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Issue 2~ 
a portion of the $10 million to reduce the current Type 2B mobile 
interconnection usage rate to 8.0098 per minute be denied. 

Reoommendation that Macaw Cellular Communication's Petition to ume 

Issue 3; Recommendation that the Commission deny the proposal of the 
COmmUniCatiOnS Workers of America, AFL-CIO, to create a workers/citisen8 
cooperation committee to utilize the $10 Million to hire experts, poll the 
public, educate the aitizenry, hold workshops, work with the P8C staff, 
hrblia Counsel and the utilities to insure the public's voice ia heard. 

APPROVED 
Jssue 4~ Recommendation that this docket remain open pending approval of 
remaining tariffs required by Order No. PSC-94-0172-BOP-TL. 

APPROVED 


